1-Point by point answers to reviewers:

Every effort to improve sentences’ structure and general English editing has been made. The whole manuscript has been corrected by an expert in English language.

We also added a little introduction reporting the aim of this article both in the article and in the abstract.

In addition:

-English language revision and reorganization of sentences and ideas have been done.

-An introduction about chronic pain in chronic pancreatitis (CP) has been introduced. While the aim of the article has been placed in the last paragraph of the background section. The prevalence and the incidence of chronic pancreatitis and of chronic pain in CP has been added too.

-The first letter of each sentence in the first image has been capitalized.

2-The previous core tip audio has been resubmitted.

3-I draw the images reported in figure 2 on my own. The MB abbreviation stands for Margherita Binetti.